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(54) Title: MAGNETIC ANTI-GAS LOCK ROD PUMP

(57) Abstract: A well pump has a standing valve seat with a standing valve mounted
in a lower end of a barrel. A plunger is carried within the barrel for axial stoking
movement. A travelling seat with a travelling valve are mounted in a lower end of the
plunger. The travelling valve has a head that lands on the travelling valve seat while
the travelling valve is in a closed position. The travelling valve has a stem extending
downward from the head through a hole in the travelling seat. The stem is a permanent
magnet. Another permanent magnet is carried by the barrel below the travelling mag
net. The polarities of the magnets are configured to interact and cause the travelling
valve to lift relative to the travelling seat to an open position as the plunger nears a
bottom of a stroke.
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PC PATENT APPLICATION

MAGNETIC ANTI-GAS LOCK ROD PUMP

Cross Reference to Related Application:

This application claims priority to U,S. Provisional Patent Application 61/940,667, filed

February 17, 2014, the full disclosure of which is hereby incorporated by reference herein for all

purposes.

Field of the Disclosure:

This disclosure relates in general to reciprocating well pump assemblies and in particular

to travelling and standing valves that are magnetized to repel each other.

Background:

Rod pumps are commonly used in oil wells to pump well fluid. A typical rod pump

secures to a string of production tubing lowered into a well. The pump has a barrel with a

plunger that is stroked within the barrel, usually by a string of sucker rods extending to a stroking

mechanism at the surface. A travelling valve mounts to the plunger, and a standing valve mounts

to the barrel below the plunger.

During an up stroke, well fluid that has entered the plunger will be lifted up the

production tubing. During the up stroke, the travelling valve is in a closed position and the

standing valve is open to allow well fluid to flow into the barrel. During the down stroke, the

standing valve closes and the travelling valve is designed to move to the open position to allow

well fluid that has entered the barrel to flow into the plunger.



Some wells produce gas as well as liquid. If the well fluid flowing into the barrel

contains gas, the plunger will tend to compress the gas during the down stroke. The compression

of the gas can result in not enough liquid being in the barrel to push the travelling valve back to

an open position during the down stroke. As a result, the pump can become gas locked and cease

to pump liquid up the well.

Summary:

The well pump assembly disclosed herein has a barrel with an axis and is adapted to be

suspended in a well. A standing valve seat is mounted in the barrel. A standing valve is carried

on the standing valve seat and is movable relative to the standing valve seat between an open

position and a closed position. A plunger is carried within the barrel for axial stoking movement.

A travelling seat is mounted in a lower end of the plunger. A travelling valve is carried on the

travelling valve seat and is movable relative to the travelling valve seat between an open position

and a closed position. A magnetic field cooperatively associated with the travelling valve

pushes the travelling valve to the open position as the plunger nears a bottom of a stroke.

In the embodiment shown, the magnetic field is provided in part by a travelling magnet

carried by the travelling valve for movement therewith. The magnetic field is also provided by a

standing magnet carried by the barrel below the travelling magnet. The travelling magnet and

the standing magnet have polarities that repel each other, causing the travelling valve to lift from

the travelling valve seat as the travelling magnet approaches the standing magnet.

In the embodiment shown, the travelling valve comprises a head and a stem, the stem

extending downward from the head through a hole in the travelling seat, the head being landed

on the travelling seat while in the closed position. The stem comprises a travelling magnet,



defining part of the magnetic field. The stem has one polarity at a lower end of the stem and an

opposite polarity at the head. The travelling seat is formed of a non magnetic material;

In the embodiment shown, the stem extends downward from the head through a hole in

the travelling seat, The head lands on an upper side of the travelling seat and blocks the hole

while in the closed position. The stem has an outer diameter less than an inner diameter of the

hole, enabling well fluid to flow through the hole in an annulus around the stem while the

travelling valve is in the open position.

The standing valve may also comprise a standing valve head and a standing valve stem.

The standing valve stem extends downward from the standing valve head through a hole in the

standing valve seat. The standing valve head lands on an upper side of the standing valve seat

while in the closed position of the standing valve. The standing valve seat is also formed of a

non magnetic material. In the embodiment shown, the standing valve stem comprises a standing

magnet having one polarity at a lower end of the standing valve stem and an opposite polarity at

the standing valve head. The polarity of the standing magnet at the head of the standing valve is

configured to repel the travelling magnet. A standing valve annulus may surround the standing

valve stem in the hole in the standing seat. Well fluid flows through the annulus while the

standing valve is in the open position. The standing valve head blocks the annulus while in the

closed position of the standing valve.

Brief Description of the Drawings:

So that the manner in which the features, advantages and objects of the disclosure, as

well as others which will become apparent, are attained and can be understood in more detail,

more particular description of the disclosure briefly summarized above may be had by reference



to the embodiment thereof which is illustrated in the appended drawings, which drawings form a

part of this specification. It is to be noted, however, that the drawings illustrate only a preferred

embodiment of the disclosure and is therefore not to be considered limiting of its scope as the

disclosure may admit to other equally effective embodiments.

Figure 1 is a schematic side view of rod pump assembly in accordance with this

disclosure installed in a well.

Figure 2 is an enlarged sectional view of the travelling valve of the pump assembly of

Figure 1.

Figure 3 is an enlarged sectional view of the standing valve of the pump assembly of

Figure 1.

Figure 4 is a sectional view of the pump assembly of Figure 1, showing the plunger being

at a top of a stroke.

Figure 5 is a sectional view of the pump assembly of Figure 1, showing the plunger being

stroked downward in the barrel.

Figure 6 is a sectional view of the pump assembly of Figure 1, showing the plunger being

stroked upward.

Detailed Description of the Disclosure:

The methods and systems of the present disclosure will now be described more fully

hereinafter with reference to the accompanying drawings in which embodiments are shown. The

methods and systems of the present disclosure may be in many different forms and should not be



construed as limited to the illustrated embodiments set forth herein; rather, these embodiments

are provided so that this disclosure will be thorough and complete, and will fully convey its

scope to those skilled in the art. Like numbers refer to like elements throughout.

It is to be further understood that the scope of the present disclosure is not limited to the

exact details of construction, operation, exact materials, or embodiments shown and described, as

modifications and equivalents will be apparent to one skilled in the art. In the drawings and

specification, there have been disclosed illustrative embodiments and, although specific terms

are employed, they are used in a generic and descriptive sense only and not for the purpose of

limitation.

Referring to Figure 1, a well has casing 13 that has openings, such as perforations 14,

to admit well fluid. A pump assembly 15 is illustrated as being supported on production tubing

17 extending into well 1 . Alternately, pump assembly 15 could be supported by other structure,

such as coiled tubing.

Pump assembly 5 is a rod-type, having a barrel 1 that is secured to a lower end of

tubing 17. Barrel 19 is a tubular member with a polished bore. A standing valve seat 2 1 is

located at the lower end of barrel 19. A standing valve 23 is carried on standing valve seat 2 1

and moves axially relative to standing valve seat 2 1 between an open position and a closed

position.

A plunger 25 sealingly engages barrel 9 and is stroked between upper and lower

positions by a lifting mechanism, such as a string of sucker rod 27. Plunger 25 has a travelling

valve seat 29 that moves in unison with plunger 25. A travelling valve 3 1 is carried on travelling



valve seat 29 and is axially movable relative to travelling valve seat 29 between an open position

and a closed position.

A wellhead 33 locates at the upper end of casing 13 and supports production tubing 17.

Sucker rod 27 extends sealingly through wellhead 33 to a mechanism for stroking sucker rod 27,

such as a pump jack 35. A flow line 37 connects to wellhead 33. As pump jack 35 lifts sucker

rod 27 and plunger 25, travelling valve 3 1 closes and plunger 25 will lift the column of well fluid

in tubing 17, causing a portion of the column of fluid to flow out flow line 37. At the same time,

the upward movement of plunger 25 causes standing valve 23 to open, admitting well fluid from

perforations 14 into barrel 1 .

When sucker rod 27 moves plunger 25 back downward, travelling valve 3 1 opens to

allow the fluid in barrel 1 to move through travelling valve seat 29. Standing valve 23 closes

while plunger 25 moves downward. The lower pressure within barrel 19 created by upward

movement of plunger 25 causes standing valve 23 to lift upward from standing valve seat 21.

Standing valve 23 closes due to gravity when plunger 25 reaches the upper end of its stroke.

Similarly, the higher pressure in barrel 1 created by downward movement of plunger 25 causes

travelling valve 31 to open.

Some wells produce gas as well as liquid, and the gas can cause gas lock. When plunger

25 is on the down stroke, gas previously drawn into the barrel 19 can compress, rather then

pushing travelling valve 3 1 open. Features described hereinafter serve to prevent gas lock.

Referring to Figure 2, travelling valve seat 29 comprises a plate fixed to the lower end of

plunger 25 and having a hole or orifice 39. In this example, travelling valve 3 1 is in the shape of

a tappet, having a head 4 1 in the shape of a disk that lands on travelling valve seat 29 while in



the closed position. The diameter of head 4 1 is greater than the diameter of orifice 39 to block

downward flow through orifice 39 when plunger 25 is moving upward. Travelling valve 31 has

a stem 43 extending downward from head 4 1 through orifice 39. Travelling valve 3 1 is

magnetized, having one magnetic pole on head 4 1 and another on a lower end of stem 43. In this

example, the north pole 45 is on head 4 1 and the south pole 47 on the lower end of stem 43, but

that arrangement could be reversed. Travelling valve stem 43 comprise a permanent magnet.

Alternately, a permanent magnet could be attached to or form a part of travelling valve stem 43.

In the embodiment shown the outer diameter of stem 43 is considerably smaller than an

inner diameter of orifice 39, defining an annulus surrounding stem 43. While travelling valve 3 1

is in the open position, well fluid flows through the annulus from the lower to the upper side of

travelling valve seat 29. Alternately, orifice 39 could be only slightly smaller than stem 43 and

additional holes (not shown) provided outside of orifice 39 for well fluid flow. Valve head 4 1

would be large enough to block flow through those additional holes while closed.

Referring to Figure 3, standing valve seat 2 1 is shown as a plate fixed to the lower end of

barrel 19 and having a hole or orifice 49. In this embodiment, standing valve 23 is in the shape

of a tappet, having a head 5 in the shape of a disk that lands on standing valve seat 2 1 while in

the closed position. The diameter of head 5 1 is greater than the diameter of orifice 49 to block

downward flow through orifice 49 when plunger 25 is moving downward. Standing valve 23 has

a stem 53 extending downward from head 51through orifice 49. Standing valve 23 is

magnetized, or a portion of it comprises a permanent magnet, such as stem 53. Stem 53 has one

magnetic pole 55 on head 5 1 and another pole 57 on a lower end of stem 53. The polarity of

standing valve 23 is reversed from travelling valve 31. If the south pole 47 is on the lower end



of stem 43 of travelling valve 31, as shown, the south pole 55 of standing valve 23 will be on

head 51. The north pole 57 will be on the lower end of stem 53.

Travelling valve seat 29 and at least portions of plunger 25 near seat 29 are formed of a

nonmagnetic material. Similarly, standing valve seat 2 1 and at least nearby portions of barrel 19

are formed of non magnetic material.

In the embodiment shown the outer diameter of stem 53 is considerably smaller than an

inner diameter of orifice 49, defining an annulus surrounding stem 53. While standing valve 23

is in the open position, well fluid flows through the annulus from the lower to the upper side of

standing valve seat 21. Alternately, orifice 49 could be only slightly smaller than stem 53 and

additional holes (not shown) provided outside of orifice 49 for well fluid flow. Valve head 51

would be large enough to block flow through those additional holes while closed.

Referring to Figure 4, plunger 25 has a cylindrical outer surface that is in close, sliding

contact with the inner diameter of barrel 19, forming a piston. The clearances shown between

the plunger outer surface and the inner diameter of barrel 9 are exaggerated. Plunger 25 is

coupled to sucker rod 27 by any suitable connector 6 1. The portion of plunger 25 above

travelling valve seat 29 is not a closed chamber; rather it is open to well fluid in production

tubing 17 (Fig. 1) above plunger 25.

During operation, Figure 4 illustrates plunger 25 at the top of a stroke. Travelling valve

3 1 and standing valve 23 will each be in the closed position due to gravity, blocking any

downward flow of well fluid through travelling valve seat orifice 39 and standing valve seat

orifice 49. A variable volume chamber 63 exists in barrel 9 with a lower end at standing valve

seat 2 1 and an upper end at travelling valve seat 29. Chamber 63 will be filled with well fluid



from the previous up stroke. The well fluid may be entirely liquid, in which case it is

substantially incompressible. Alternately, the well fluid in chamber 63 may be a mixture of

liquid and gas, or it may be entirely gas. If gas is present in the well fluid in chamber 63, the

well fluid will be compressible.

Referring to Figure 5, if the well fluid in chamber 63 is entirely liquid, as plunger 25

moves downward, it will exert a compressive force on the well fluid in chamber 63. Standing

valve 23 remains closed during the downward movement of plunger 25. The downward

movement of plunger 25 causes the well fluid in chamber 63 to push travelling valve 3 up to the

open position. Well fluid in chamber 63 thus flows through travelling valve orifice 39 to above

travelling valve seat 29, as indicated by arrows 65.

On the up stroke, as shown in Figure 6, gravity causes travelling valve 3 to move down

to the closed position, blocking any flow through travelling valve seat orifice 39. Plunger 25 lifts

the weight of the column of well fluid in tubing 17 for the length of the up stroke. The upward

movement of plunger 25 creates a suction or lower pressure in barrel chamber 63, causing

standing valve 23 to move up to the open position, allowing well fluid to flow into chamber 63,

as indicated by arrow 65.

If the well fluid in chamber 63 contains a significant amount of gas, on the down stroke,

travelling valve 31 may continue to remain closed due to gravity because the downward

movement of plunger 25 will be compressing the gas in chamber 63. The upward force on

travelling valve 1 due to the compression of the gas might not be enough to lift travelling valve

to the open position. However, when travelling valve stem 43 enters the magnetic field of

standing valve 23, the magnetic fields of poles 47, 55 (Figs. 2 and 3) repel each other. The



repelling force causes travelling valve 3 to move upward to the open position, allowing the well

fluid being compressed in chamber 63 to pass through travelling valve seat orifice 39 into

production tubing 17. Preferably, the magnetic fields are strong enough to lift travelling valve

3 1 before plunger 25 reaches the bottom of its down stroke. The opposed magnetic poles 47, 55

(Figs. 2 and 3) thus prevent travelling valve 31 from remaining in the closed position all the way

to the bottom of the stroke, which could cause gas lock.

While the invention has been shown in only one of its forms, it should be apparent that

various changes may be made. For example, instead of tappet configurations, standing valve 23

and travelling valve 31 could be other shapes, such as spherical with a depending pin to maintain

each magnetic pole 45, 47 and 55, 57 in a fixed orientation. Alternately, only travelling valve

3 could have a tappet configuration, and standing valve 23 be of conventional design, other than

being associated with a magnetic field. Various other arrangements to create an upward

magnetic repelling force on travelling valve 3 when plunger 25 nears the bottom of the down

stroke are feasible. For example, a magnet with an opposing polarity could be mounted in barrel

1 or on standing valve seat 21, rather than on standing valve 23. Rather than permanent

magnets for travelling valve 3 1 and standing valve 23, electromagnets could be employed.

Electrical power would need to be supplied, however. Plunger 25 could be stroked by a

downhole electrical motor rather than by sucker rods.



Claims:

1. A well pump assembly, comprising:

a barrel having an axis and adapted to be suspended in a well;

a standing valve seat mounted in the barrel;

a standing valve;

a plunger carried within the barrel for axial stoking movement;

a travelling seat mounted in a lower end of the plunger;

a travelling valve; and

a magnetic field cooperatively associated with the travelling valve that pushes the

travelling valve to an open position as the plunger is stroked.

2 . The assembly according to claim 1, wherein the magnetic field is defined by:

a travelling magnet carried by the travelling valve for movement therewith;

a standing magnet carried by the barrel below the travelling magnet; and

wherein the travelling magnet and the standing magnet have polarities that repel each

other, causing the travelling valve to lift from the travelling valve seat as the travelling magnet

approaches the standing magnet.



3 . The assembly according to claim 1, wherein:

the travelling valve and the standing valve are magnetized with opposite polarities to

each other so as to repel each other when the travelling valve nears the standing valve, thereby

defining the magnetic field.

4 . The assembly according to claim , wherein:

the travelling valve comprises a head and a stem, the stem extending downward from the

head through a hole in the travelling seat, the head being landed on the travelling seat while in a

closed position; and

wherein the stem comprises a travelling magnet, defining part of the magnetic field.

5. The assembly according to claim 1, wherein:

the travelling valve comprises a head and a stem, the stem extending downward from the

head through hole in the travelling seat, the head being landed on the travelling seat while in a

closed position; and

the stem comprises a travelling magnet having one polarity at a lower end of the stem and

an opposite polarity at the head, the magnetic field being defined in part by the travelling

magnet.

6 . The assembly according to claim 1, wherein:

the travelling valve comprises a head and a stem, the stem extending downward from the

head through a hole in the travelling seat, the head being landed on an upper side of the

travelling seat while in a closed position;



the travelling seat is formed of a non magnetic material;

the stem comprises a travelling magnet having one polarity at a lower end of the stem and

an opposite polarity at the head;

a standing magnet is carried by the barrel below the travelling magnet, the standing

magnet having an upper end with a polarity configured to repel the travelling valve magnet; and

the travelling magnet and the standing magnet define the magnetic field.

7. The assembly according to claim 1, wherein:

the travelling valve comprises a head and a stem, the stem extending downward from the

head through a hole in the travelling seat, the head being landed on an upper side of the

travelling seat and blocking the hole while in a closed position;

the stem is movable with the head and has an outer diameter less than an inner diameter

of the hole, enabling well fluid to flow through the hole in an annulus around the stem while the

travelling valve is in the open position;

the travelling seat is formed of a non magnetic material;

the stem comprises a travelling magnet having one polarity at a lower end of the stem and

an opposite polarity at the head;

a standing magnet is carried by the barrel below the travelling magnet, the standing

magnet having an upper end with a polarity that is the same as the polarity of the travelling valve

magnet at the lower end of the stem; and



the travelling magnet and the standing magnet define the magnetic field.

8 . The assembly according to claim 1, wherein:

the travelling valve comprises a travelling valve head and a travelling valve stem, the

travelling valve stem extending downward from the head through a hole in the travelling seat, the

travelling valve head being landed on an upper side of the travelling seat while in a closed

position;

the travelling seat is formed of a non magnetic material;

the travelling valve stem comprises a travelling magnet having one polarity at a lower

end of the travelling valve stem and an opposite polarity at the travelling valve head;

the standing valve comprises a standing valve head and a standing valve stem, the

standing valve stem extending downward from the standing valve head through a hole in the

standing valve seat, the standing valve head being landed on an upper side of the standing valve

seat while in a closed position;

the standing valve seat is formed of a non magnetic material;

the standing valve stem comprises a standing magnet having one polarity at a lower end

of the standing valve stem and an opposite polarity at the standing valve head, the polarity of the

standing magnet at the head of the standing valve being configured to repel the travelling

magnet; and

the travelling magnet and the standing magnet define the magnetic field.



9 . The assembly according to claim 1, further comprising:

a travelling valve annulus surrounding the travelling valve stem in the hole in the

travelling seat through which well fluid flows while the travelling valve is in the open position,

the travelling valve head blocking the annulus while in a closed position; and

a standing valve annulus surrounding the standing valve stem in the hole in the standing

seat through which well fluid flows while the standing valve is in an open position, the standing

valve head blocking the annulus while in a closed position.

10. A well pump assembly, comprising:

a barrel having an axis and adapted to be suspended in a well;

a standing valve seat mounted in a lower end of the barrel;

a standing valve carried on the standing valve seat and being axially movable relative to

the standing valve seat between an open position, which admits well fluid into the barrel, and a

closed position, which blocks downward flow out of the barrel;

a plunger carried within the barrel for axial stoking movement;

a travelling seat mounted in a lower end of the plunger, the travelling seat having a hole

therethrough;

a travelling valve having a travelling head that lands on the travelling valve seat while the

travelling valve is in a closed position, the travelling valve having a travelling valve stem

extending downward from the travelling valve head through the hole, the stem comprising a

travelling magnet; and



a standing magnet carried by the barrel below the travelling magnet, the polarities of the

standing magnet and the travelling magnet being configured to interact and cause the travelling

valve to lift relative to the travelling seat to an open position as the plunger nears a bottom of a

stroke.

11. The assembly according to claim 10, wherein:

the travelling magnet has a lower end with a polarity;

the standing magnet has an upper end with a polarity that repels the polarity of the lower

end of the travelling magnet.

12. The assembly according to claim 10, wherein:

the travelling valve stem has an outer diameter less than an inner diameter of the hole,

enabling well fluid to flow through the hole in an annulus around the travelling valve stem while

the travelling valve is in the open position.

13. The assembly according to claim 10, wherein:

the standing valve comprises a standing valve head and a standing valve stem, the

standing valve stem extending downward from the standing valve head through a hole in the

standing valve seat, the standing valve head being landed on an upper side of the standing valve

seat while in the closed position of the standing valve; and

the standing valve stem comprises the standing magnet.



14. The assembly according to claim 10, wherein:

the standing valve comprises a standing valve head and a standing valve stem, the

standing valve stem extending downward from the standing valve head through a hole in the

standing valve seat, the standing valve head being landed on an upper side of the standing valve

seat while in the closed position of the standing valve;

the standing magnet forms a part of the standing valve and has a polarity at the standing

valve head that repels the travelling magnet; and

the standing valve stem has an outer diameter less than an inner diameter of the hole in

the standing valve seat, enabling well fluid to flow through the hole in the standing valve seat in

an annulus around the standing valve stem while the standing valve is in the open position.

15. The assembly according to claim 10, wherein:

the traveling valve seat and the standing valve seat are formed of non magnetic material.

16. A method of pump well fluid from a well, comprising:

(a) providing a reciprocating pump with a barrel, a standing valve mounted to the barrel,

a travelling valve mounted to a plunger, an upper magnetic field associated with the travelling

valve, and a lower magnetic field associated with the barrel below the plunger;

(b) suspending the pump in the well;

(c) stroking the plunger downward in the barrel; and



(d) interacting the upper magnetic field with the lower magnetic field as the plunger

moves downward, and in response moving the travelling valve to an open position.

17. The method according to claim 16, further comprising:

after reaching a bottom of a stroke in step (d), lifting the plunger, thereby causing the

travelling valve to move to a closed position and removing the interaction of the upper and lower

magnetic fields.

18. The method according to claim 16, wherein step (a) comprises:

providing the travelling valve with a travelling seat;

mounting a travelling magnet to the travelling valve for movement therewith relative to

the travelling seat; and

wherein step (d) causes the travelling valve to move upward relative to the travelling seat.

1 . The method according to claim 18, wherein step (a) comprises:

providing the standing valve with a standing seat, defining a standing valve assembly;

mounting a standing magnet to the standing valve assembly and providing the standing

magnet with a polarity that repels the travelling magnet.

20. The method according to claim 16, wherein step (a) comprises:

providing the travelling valve with a travelling seat having a hole therethrough;



providing the travelling valve with a head that lands on an upper side of the travelling

seat and a stem that extends through the hole, the stem comprising a travelling magnet; and

wherein step (d) causes the travelling valve to move upward relative to the travelling seat,

and well fluid to flow through an annulus between the stem and the hole.
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